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ABSTRACT

Grid is a collection of resources owned by multiple organizations. Grid has the ability to integrate multiple, distributed, heterogeneous, and independently managed data resources. In the Grid environment, selecting appropriate resource for a job is a complex undertaking as resources are distributed and heterogeneous in nature. Matching the users’ requirements with the resource capabilities plays a vital role in the resource selection process. The traditional matchmaking process considers the static parameters of resources alone which results in inappropriate resource selection. This increases the number of failed jobs in the grid environment. The matchmaking process must consider the dynamically changing parameters of resources both in terms of resource demand and resource availability. The matchmaking process must also consider the past behavior of the resources to select the best available resource for a job. Therefore a novel Three Dimensional Matchmaking Model (TDMM) is proposed, which considers the three dimensional viz. static, dynamic and behavioral parameters of the resources for resource selection.

The user submits the user requirements i.e. the expected static, dynamic and behavioral parameter values of resources as user requirements along with the executable data. The user requirements are stored in the job table of the TDMM. The resource
capabilities (i.e static, dynamic and behavioral parameter values) are stored in the resource repository table of the resource analyst. The matchmaking is done by the three dimensional matchmaking engine of TDMM which considers the three dimensional parameters of both the job and the resources and calculate the rank_list (a list of 5 crest matched resources) of resources. The dynamic parameter values of the resources are updated at every $\Delta t$ time in the resource repository table by the service provider. The behavioral parameters of the resources are calculated by the knowledge unit of the TDMM based upon the previous behavior of the resources and updated in the resource repository table at every $\Delta t$ time. As the user’s requirements and the resource capabilities are matched in three dimensions, appropriate resource is selected for a job. This in turn minimizes the number of failed jobs and increases the number of successful jobs.

The TDMM identifies the job as ‘mature’$(m_j)$ or ‘new’$(n_j)$. Mature job is the job that has been previously processed successfully by the TDMM and submitted again within the $\Delta t$ time for want of resources. New job is the job that has been submitted for the first time into the TDMM. The already calculated rank_list are considered for resource allocation when the submitted job is ‘mature’$(m_j)$. This reduces the rank_list calculation time which in turn reduces the average response time of jobs. A new rank_list is prepared by three dimensional matchmaking engine when the submitted job is ‘new’$(n_j)$. 
The TDMM is modified into DQTDMM which maintains separate queues for ‘mature’ \(m_j\) and ‘new’ \(n_j\) job in the resource analyst of TDMM. Having two separate queues for jobs further reduces the average response time and increases the average number of successful jobs. The performance of DQTDMM is compared with the TDMM. It has been observed that DQTDMM outperforms TDMM. Thus the DQTDMM enhances the overall performance of the grid.
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